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SCSC Service Assurance Working Group - Meeting 41 

4th May 2022, Zoom 

Minutes 

Attendees  
Mike Parsons (MP) – AAIP, Mike Sleath (MS) – Ebeni, Andy Whitehead (AW) – Consultant, John 

Govey (JG) – Siemens Mobility, James Catmur (JC) – JC and Associates Ltd 

Apologies  
Katrina Attwood (KA) – University of York, Mark Sujan (MAS) – Human Reliability, Kevin King (KK) – 

BAE Systems, Davy Pissoort (DP) – KU Leuven, Daniel Smith (DS) - BAE 

Agenda  
1. Tunnels as a Service Example 
2. Services Across Boundaries 
3. Level Crossings Update 
4. GPS Case Study Inputs 
5. Services in the News  
6. Covid-19 Services 
7. Next Meeting 

8. Actions Status 
9. AOB 

 
Items are presented in the minutes in the order discussed in the meeting, rather than as per the 
Agenda. The order on the day was optimised to reflect attendees and action progression. The 
meeting slides are available here: https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Meeting_41_Slides_v1-1380.pptx     
 
NOTE: All comments or opinions in these notes are attributed only to individual attendees of the 
meeting, not to their respective organisations.  
[Actions are presented in the form N.Mx where N is the meeting number, M a reference number for 
the action raised in that meeting and x is an optional letter that differentiates related actions arising 
from the same discussion point]. 
 

1. Tunnels as a Service Example 

James distributed the slides from the tunnels talk mentioned at last meeting: 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Road-Tunnel-Safety-1381.pdf as presented at a SaRS meeting by Fathi Tarada. 

It was agreed that this would make a really good services example starting with the accident in the 

Mont Blanc tunnel. It was thought that this would need 3 authors (JC, MP and Fathi Tarada of Mosen 

Ltd) 

 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Meeting_41_Slides_v1-1380.pptx
https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Road-Tunnel-Safety-1381.pdf
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Action 41.1 (MP) – Contact Fathi Tarada and see if interested in co-authoring an SSS paper on 

tunnel services 

AW mentioned that it could be interesting to study the Hindhead tunnel ( 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindhead_Tunnel ).  

Action 41.2 (AW) – Establish if the Hindhead tunnel has sufficient publicly available information to 

enable it to be used as an example of tunnel services. Also investigate if the incidents since 

opening are useful in a services context. 

JC mentioned that this tunnel doesn’t meet the latest EU directive which is still 

applicable:  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32004L0054&from=EN 

Note that this directive mentions lots of services, including: 

Administrative authority 
Road users (service 
consumer) 

Fire Detection 

Emergency services 
(various) 

Control centre Tunnel closure 

Tunnel Manager Signing 
Dangerous goods 
transport 

Tunnel Safety Officer Video / Monitoring  

Inspection Entity Communication  

 

2. Services Across Boundaries 

MP then presented some slides outlining his initial thinking about services across boundaries and the 

problems and issues that result: 

Name Issue 

Contract and 
Contract 
Duration 

Contract end dates need to be synchronised. An example is a supply delivery 
contract for a part of a service (or for, e.g. contract staff) which runs out 
before the overall top-level contract, leaving the service without key staff. 

Languages Languages across international boundaries present real problems. 
International organisations such as the UN or EU expend a lot of effort to 
ensure that legislation and communications are translated to overcome these 
barriers. Things can also get lost in translation (or physically lost if paper 
documents). 

Cultures Different cultures and expectations of staff (e.g. working hours and national 
holidays) are important, not only between the organisations involved but also 
across national / international boundaries. Special efforts have to be made to 
enhance integration and joint working in such situations. 

Legal  There may be different legal regimes in play, especially where safety is 
involved. For instance ALARP is really only applicable in the UK. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindhead_Tunnel
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32004L0054&from=EN
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Standards Different standards (including safety standards or guidelines) may be in use for 
the various subcontracts and sub-services, especially if these are international. 
The difference with systems here is that many services will be consumed as-is, 
and there may be limited opportunity to flow-down safety requirements and 
standards to international service providers. An example might be the supply 
of electricity across the channel connector via the HVDC Cross-Channel 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HVDC_Cross-Channel). In this case some sort of 
assurance wrapper may be required to map from one regime to another 

Units Different units or technical norms may be an issue (e.g. metric/imperial) 

Business 
Practices 

Different business practices, expectations and ways of working may differ 
across service providers, for instance covering hours of availability, approaches 
to staff absences, etc. 

Agreements It may be necessary to create specific agreements to cover who is responsible, 
is in charge or who takes over in certain situations, particularly in service 
introduction, contingency or recovery stages. There may also need to be 
specific agreements for liabilities. Note a joint agreement on how to handle a 
situation may become null and void if one organisation decides to walk away 
or goes bust. 

Communications Special communication provisions may need to be provided, e.g. hotlines, so 
that urgent and critical communication can be ensured across the boundary if 
there are problems. 

Jurisdiction Jurisdiction may need to be modified for the service (e.g. it is sometimes useful 
to consider part of a railway to be in another jurisdiction, e.g. Spanish/French 
case. Note also HS1 in UK was largely built to French standards) 

Boundary 
Definition 

Poorly defined or ambiguous boundaries is a real issue, as both parties may 
think they are covering it or neither are. Gaps between service boundaries may 
be explicit or implicit and may open inadvertently. For example the 
Wimbledon derailment, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-
digest-012018-wimbledon/derailment-of-a-passenger-train-near-wimbledon-
south-west-london-6-november-2017  

 

There was a discussion of the services involved in the Ukraine war. There were thought to be many 

military services involved. MP suggested that the way the military from different countries work in 

cooperation might be a good example of cross-border services (e.g. UN peacekeeping force). 

3. Level Crossing Example 

JG explained that he had received permission to use his services work on Level Crossings. It was 
agreed that this would form an example to go in the next issue of the guidance   
 
Action 41.3 (MP) – Send JG the Word template for the guidance document including the annexes. 

4. GPS Case Study Inputs 

MS explained that there was no update on this. There may be some value in considering the 

navigation apps on a phone (e.g. Google Maps) as an alternative example. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-digest-012018-wimbledon/derailment-of-a-passenger-train-near-wimbledon-south-west-london-6-november-2017
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-digest-012018-wimbledon/derailment-of-a-passenger-train-near-wimbledon-south-west-london-6-november-2017
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-digest-012018-wimbledon/derailment-of-a-passenger-train-near-wimbledon-south-west-london-6-november-2017
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5. Services in the News 

MAS had sent through some reports on the loss of WhatsApp messaging, and how this was now a 

critical communications tool in many health services:  

“The global Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram outage on Monday may have been an 

annoyance for the platforms' users in the United States, but it turned life upside down in 

parts of the rest of the world where the apps have become essential to commerce, health 

care and the basic functioning of government. 

In India, doctors sounded the alarm about being unable to coordinate their schedules or 

share patient scans without WhatsApp. And in Malaysia, some small-business owners were 

left without a way to manage day-to-day operations as all business communications that are 

conducted through the app.” 

6. Covid-19 Services 

 

The Covid-19 services table was updated to include video surveillance of Covid testing (where 

someone has to be observed remotely while taking a lateral flow test). 

 

7. Next Meeting  

The next meeting of the SAWG will be 22nd June by Zoom. MP to arrange.  

8. AOB  

Elections as a service was discussed (local elections in the UK are tomorrow, 5th May). There were 
thought to be many services involved, but these are not considered safety-related. 
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9. Actions 

AW proposed an update to meet action 40.1, 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/20220504_Service_Assurance_Guidance_-

_Suggested_Amendments_for_SoS_(AMW)_(MP)-1379.docx  

After a discussion the one added sentence was moved further into the paragraph and agreed for the 

next version of the guidance: 

“Many current safety-critical and safety-related systems rely on functionality provided by 

services which are designed, developed, operated, and maintained outside the immediate 

boundaries of the system. In many cases, overall system design is essentially about managing 

the interactions between various service functionalities, which co-operate to enact some 

operational scenario. In this context, the term ‘System of Systems’ could be simply thought 

of as a ‘System of Systems and Services’. Future developments in business and technology are 

likely to mean that this service paradigm will become increasingly prevalent in the next 

generation of safety-critical and safety-related technologies.” 

8.2 closed - nobody has heard from Alan Simpson for a long time. 

40.1 closed - provided. 

40.4 closed – information isn't available in the public domain 

40.5 closed. 

40.7 closed. 

40.6 was re-assigned to AW 

Ref  Owner  Description  Status  

8.2 ASi Create a generic Service Assurance presentation Closed 

33.1 JG Develop Level Crossing as a Service Example Ongoing 

35.2  MP Produce a short article on Service Assurance for MAS 
based on the earlier Newsletter article 

Ongoing 

39.3 MAS Present the CDH in Healthcare work at next meeting Ongoing 

40.1 AW Formulate a paragraph or short section for inclusion in 
the next version of the guidance document explaining 
the relationship between service assurance and 
Systems of Systems approaches 

Closed 

40.2 JC/MP Analyse the Mont Blanc tunnel accident from a services 
point of view (and also possibly the 1996 Channel 
Tunnel fire) 

Ongoing 

40.3 MP Propose words for the guidance document on service 
provision issues across boundaries. 

Ongoing 

40.4 JC See if further information can be provided on the 
assurance case produced for the highways defect 
repair triage project 

Closed 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/20220504_Service_Assurance_Guidance_-_Suggested_Amendments_for_SoS_(AMW)_(MP)-1379.docx
https://scsc.uk/file/gs/20220504_Service_Assurance_Guidance_-_Suggested_Amendments_for_SoS_(AMW)_(MP)-1379.docx
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40.5 JG Ask if this example could be used in a wider forum, e.g. 
as a paper for a conference. 

Closed 

40.6 AW Write a new section for Guidance 3.1 on aggregation / 
fusing of services, to include how overall assurance can 
be increased by utilisation of multiple services 
together, including aspects such as widespread use, 
multiple sensing and diversity (see footnote) 

Ongoing 

40.7 MP Make contact with DSTL Crumbs book developers and 
see if any interest in a Services booklet 

Closed 

41.1 MP Contact Fathi Tarada and see if interested in co-
authoring an SSS paper on tunnel services 

New 

41.2 AW Establish if the Hindhead tunnel has sufficient publicly 
available information to enable it to be used as an 
example of tunnel services. Also investigate if the 
incidents since opening are useful in a services context. 

New 

41.3 MP Send JG the Word template for the guidance document 
including the annexes. 

New 

 

10. Thanks 

Thanks to MP for taking the minutes. 

Thanks to MP for chairing. 


